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	Get started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference!


	Microsoft Access allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of nine indispensible minibooks is exactly what you need to get up to speed on the latest changes to Access. This easy-to-understand resource provides both new and experienced Access users with invaluable advice for connecting Access to SQL Server, manipulating data locally, getting up to speed on the latest features of Access 2013, creating queries and macros, and much more. From the basics to advanced functions, this book is what you need to make Access more accessible.

	
		Shows you how to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data using Access 2013
	
		Includes nine minibooks that cover such topics as database design, tables, queries, forms, reports, macros, database administration, securing data, programming with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), and using Access with the web
	
		Helps you build database solutions that integrate with the web and other enterprise data solutions
	
		Offers plenty of techniques, tips, and tricks to help you get the most out of Access



	This all-in-one guide offers you access to all things Access 2013!
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Applied Security VisualizationAddison Wesley, 2008
APPLIED SECURITY VISUALIZATION
 

“Collecting log data is one thing, having relevant information is something else. The art to transform all kinds of log data into meaningful security information is the core of this book. Raffy illustrates in a...
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Solaris Internals: Core Kernel ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2000
 The definitive Sun Microsystems guide to the internals of the Solaris kernel. 

 This book focuses on the core kernel functions, major data structures and algorithms. Its practical approach makes it an essential resource for anyone responsible for kernel, driver or application software. Anyone doing development, debugging, maintenance,...
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Zenoss Core 3.x Network and System MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to configuring, using, and adapting this free Open Source network monitoring system Designed to quickly acquaint you with the core feature so you can customize Zenoss Core to your needs Discover, manage, and monitor IT resources Build custom event-processing and alerting rules Write custom device reports to extract,...
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Virtual Reality and Animation for MATLAB® and Simulink® Users: Visualization of Dynamic Models and Control SimulationsSpringer, 2012

	About this book


	·         Gives the reader hands on example-base experience for simulating dynamical models in MATLAB®/Simulink® and animating them in VRML


	·         More than 150 images describe each step in the model...
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Great People Decisions: Why They Matter So Much, Why They are So Hard, and How You Can Master ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Great organizations are made up of great people. And for leaders at all levels within those organizations, the ability to find, hire, integrate, and retain great people is an absolutely critical skill—critical to their organization's success, and critical to their own success.
But for most people, making great appointments is difficult,...
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Oracle Warehouse Builder 11g: Getting StartedPackt Publishing, 2009
Competing in today's world requires a greater emphasis on strategy, long-range planning, and decision making, and this is why businesses are building data warehouses. Data warehouses are becoming more and more common as businesses have realized the need to mine the information that is stored in electronic form. Data warehouses provide valuable...
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